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Abstract

With incoherent quasielastic neutron scattering self-diffusion coefficients $D_s$ in pure iron, and iron-carbon alloys containing 8.7 at% and 16.9 at% carbon have been measured. At the melting point $D_s$ in liquid iron is $2.8(1) \times 10^{-9}$ m² s⁻¹. For the close-to-eutectic Fe₈₃.₁C₁₆.₉ composition $D_s = 1.33(12) \times 10^{-9}$ m² s⁻¹ at $T_{\text{eq}} = 1432$ K. Contradicting conclusions drawn from literature values of tracer diffusion experiments the addition of carbon has only a minor effect on the iron mobility: at a given temperature the self-diffusion coefficient in Fe₈₃.₁C₁₆.₉ is only 10% larger than in liquid iron, although mixing has a drastic effect on liquidus temperature and phase behavior.
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1. Introduction

The knowledge of mass transport properties in the liquid state plays a relevant role in the understanding and modeling of technological and geoscientific processes. In this context in recent years quasielastic neutron scattering has proven to be a versatile tool for the study of self diffusion in liquid metals and alloys at high temperatures. With incoherent quasielastic neutron scattering diffusive dynamics is probed on microscopic time and length scales that are unaffected by fluid flow in the liquid sample and thus, accurate self-diffusion coefficients can be measured on an absolute scale [1]. With these data some long standing issues could be addressed, e.g. the temperature dependence of self diffusion around the melting point [2, 3], the relation of viscous flow and atomic diffusion [4, 5], the relation of self- and interdiffusion [6–8], and the onset of glassy dynamics in viscous metallic melts [9–11].

Another important aspect of self diffusion in metallic liquids is to what extent the addition of a further alloying component is impacting the overall atomic mobility, which in turn poses a prerequisite for modeling of microstructure formation from the liquid or an understanding of vitrification, in general. In iron based systems applications are ranging from the description of solidification processes in cast iron and steels, where in most cases the liquid composition is changing during microstructure formation [12], to the prediction of transport properties of the Earth outer-core, that are fundamental for understanding its origin, evolution, and current dynamics and where experimental data are challenging to measure due to the high temperatures and pressures involved [13].

In metallic melts mixing often has a drastic effect on the thermodynamics, i.e. on the phase behavior and the liquidus temperature. However, in dense metallic liquids only a minor effect on the transport coefficient is found: for example in Ni-rich binary alloys the addition of 20 at% phosphorous [14] or of 25% aluminum [15] only has some 10% effect on the Ni self-diffusion coefficient at constant temperature. Reported data indicate a counter example: iron-carbon, where mixing would have a drastic effect on the iron self-diffusion—if the values from tracer experiments in Fe–C alloys [16] and liquid iron [19] are accurate. Although liquid Fe–C exhibits a deep eutectic at 17.1 at% carbon [17], the self-diffusion coefficients...
3.1.2.2. Experimental

In order to study the impact of carbon addition on the atomic mobility of the iron atoms, we measured iron self-diffusion coefficients in pure liquid iron and liquid Fe$_{83.1}$C$_{16.9}$ and Fe$_{83.1}$C$_{16.9}$ alloys that contain 2.0 wt% and 4.2 wt% carbon respectively. The samples were made from an ARMCO iron ingot (HKM-Stahl GmbH) of 99.9 wt% metallic purity and graphite KS 75 (LONZA) powder of 99.9 wt% purity. The Fe–C alloys were prepared with induction melting of pure iron with the graphite powder under Argon atmosphere. The liquidus temperature of the Fe$_{83.1}$C$_{16.9}$ alloy was measured with differential scanning calorimetry applying several runs with different heating rates. The resulting liquidus is 1432 $\pm$ 3 K in excellent agreement with the liquidus temperature of the eutectic composition at 17.1 at% carbon content at 1426 K [17].

The liquid samples were measured at the neutron time-of-flight spectrometer ToFToF [23, 24] at the Heinz Maier-Leibnitz neutron source (FRM II). The setup with a wavelength of the incident neutrons of $\lambda = 7$ Å gives an accessible wave-number range $q$ of about 0.4–1.6 Å$^{-1}$ at zero energy transfer at an instrumental energy resolution of about 70 $\mu$eV at full width half maximum. For the neutron time-of-flight experiment a Al$_2$O$_3$ container with 0.5 mm wall thickness was used giving a cylindrical sample geometry of the liquid samples of 9 mm in diameter and of 40 mm in height. The samples were annealed in a Nb electrical resistance furnace that provides a temperature stability of better than 0.5 K along the sample. Spectra of pure iron were taken at temperatures ranging from 1820 K to 1940 K in steps of 30 K and for 20 min at each temperature. For the Fe–C alloys measurement times were 30 min at each temperature. Mass loss for all samples was well below 0.1%.

A measurement of a sample with pure Vanadium foils rolled into an empty Al$_2$O$_3$ container at a temperature of 295 K served as the instrumental energy resolution function of the spectrometer. Data were analyzed using the Frida software [25]. Measured time-of-flight spectra were normalized to the Vanadium standard, corrected for self absorption and empty container scattering, and interpolated to constant wave numbers $q$. Spectra are shown in figure 1.

The spectra are fitted in the quasielastic regime with the Fourier transform of the Kohlrausch stretched exponential function convoluted with the instrumental resolution function:
\[ S'(q, \omega) = b_q + R(q, \omega) \otimes S(q, \omega), \]  
(1)

where \( R(q, \omega) \) denotes the instrumental energy resolution function, \( b_q \) a \( q \) dependent constant contribution to the quasielastic signal, and \( S(q, \omega) \) the scattering law:

\[ S(q, \omega) = A_q \int dt \, e^{-i\omega t} \exp[-(t/\tau_q)^{\beta_q}]. \]  
(2)

\( A_q \) is an amplitude of the structural relaxation, \( \tau_q \) its relaxation time, and \( \beta_q \) a stretching exponent. The data for all three samples and at all temperatures are best described with a stretching exponent of \( \beta_q = 1.0 \), which corresponds to a single Lorentz function for the scattering law \( S(q, \omega) \). This is in line with theoretical predictions in the hydrodynamic limit at small \( q \) [26], and is equally found in other pure metallic liquids [1, 2, 21, 27] and binary liquid alloys in the investigated dynamic regime of relaxation time and momentum transfer [15, 28, 29]. Only for glass-forming metallic alloys and in a dynamic regime that corresponds to self-diffusion coefficients well below \( 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \), the onset of glassy dynamics results in a deviation from an exponential decay, \( \beta_q < 1.0 \) [5, 9].

Iron has an incoherent scattering cross section of 0.4 barn and a coherent scattering cross section of 11.6 barn—carbon of 0.0001 and 5.56 respectively [30]. It has been shown in general for liquid metals, that in the intermediate \( q \) range investigated here, coherent scattering contributions to the quasielastic signal are well accounted for by the energy independent contribution \( b_q \) [1]. In addition to the aforementioned coherent contributions to \( S(q, \omega) \) from density fluctuations, neutron scattering on liquid iron and iron-carbon alloys exhibits a magnetic scattering contribution from spin dynamics of the iron atoms. This dynamics is fast compared with the diffusive motion of the atoms and shows itself merely in an increasing \( b_q \) towards small \( q \) values (figure 1).

Therefore, the structural relaxation dynamics in \( S(q, \omega) \) is dominated by incoherent scattering contributions of iron. The inset in the right panel of figure 1 displays resulting relaxation times \( \tau_q \) from fits with equation (1). The data are rescaled according to \( 1/\tau_q = D_q q^2 \), where \( D_q \) denotes the self-diffusion coefficient [26]. The \( 1/q^2 \) scaling again confirms that the relaxation is dominated by incoherent scattering. Hence, following the arguments above, \( D_q \) represents the iron self-diffusion coefficient.

3. Results and discussion

The resulting iron self-diffusion coefficients are shown in figure 2 as a function of temperature. Values range from \((3.56 \pm 0.12) \times 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \) at 1940 K in liquid iron to \((1.53 \pm 0.13) \times 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \) at 1480 K in liquid Fe\(_{83.1}\)C\(_{16.9}\) (table A1). The temperature dependence of \( D_q \) is best described with an Arrhenius behavior:

\[ D = D_0 \exp(-E_A/k_B T), \]  
(3)

with a pre-factor \( D_0 \) and an activation energy \( E_A \). \( k_B = 8.617 \times 10^{-2} \text{ meV K}^{-1} \) is the Boltzmann constant. A best fit to the diffusion coefficients of pure iron gives \( E_A = (540 \pm 34) \text{ meV per atom} \) and a \( D_0 = (89 \pm 9) \times 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \). For liquid Fe\(_{83.1}\)C\(_{16.9}\) data are \( E_A = (496 \pm 26) \text{ meV per atom} \) and a \( D_0 = (74 \pm 7) \times 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \). Diffusion coefficients for the Fe\(_{91.3}\)C\(_{8.7}\) alloy are in between the values for liquid iron and Fe\(_{83.1}\)C\(_{16.9}\). As compared to liquid iron, in liquid nickel the activation energy with a value of \( E_A = (470 \pm 30) \text{ meV} \) and the pre-factor with a value of \( D_0 = (77 \pm 8) \times 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \) are similar [2], whereas values in liquid copper [21] are slightly smaller: \( E_A = (337 \pm 5) \text{ meV per atom} \) and \( D_0 = (58.7 \pm 3) \times 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \).

Figure 3 displays the data from quasielastic neutron scattering as compared to tracer data in Fe–C [16] and pure iron [19], as well as a prediction for iron self diffusivity from theory [31]. Dobson [19] reported a value from a tracer experiment in liquid iron at 2 GPa pressure that is well below \( 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \) at 1883 K. As compared to the iron self-diffusion coefficients presented here, and taking into account the small compressibility in liquid iron [32], the impact of pressure on the atomic mobility would be unexpectedly large, and hence the reported value appears to be at least a factor of 3 too small. Tracer data from Yang et al in liquid Fe–C are a factor of about 4 larger than the data from quasielastic neutron scattering.

At the respective melting temperature the self-diffusion coefficient in liquid Fe \((2.8(1) \times 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}) \) is slightly smaller than that in liquid Ni \((3.28(7) \times 10^{-9} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1}) \). Protopapas et al presented a theory of transport in liquid metals based upon the assumptions that liquid metals can be treated as a hard-sphere fluid and mass transport is accurately described by the Enskog theory plus corrections obtained from molecular dynamics simulations [31]. In their seminal paper, predictions for self-diffusion coefficients of some liquid metals were listed including Ni and Fe. In liquid Ni values are
overestimated in their theory by about 20%. In liquid iron the deviation from prediction is already about 50% and also the activation energy $E_A = 600$ meV is larger than that from the quasielastic neutron scattering data. Figure 3 emphasizes the necessity for measurements of accurate transport coefficients for the further development of theoretical models.

As has been demonstrated on Ti [27] and Ni–Zr [33] experimental self-diffusion coefficients in the liquid state are a vital input for the improvement of interatomic potentials used in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in the liquid: a calibration of interaction potentials with accurate self-diffusion coefficients resulted in a realistic modeling of various melt properties, including the location of the melting transition and the liquid density. In this context, accurate self-diffusion coefficients in liquid iron and iron-carbon can aid the development of interatomic potentials [18] to explore a range of temperature and pressure, that is otherwise challenging to obtain experimentally: e.g. the study of mass transport coefficients in liquid iron up to Earth-core pressures and temperatures with computer simulation [34, 35].

For the close-to-eutectic Fe$_{83.1}$C$_{16.9}$ composition $D_A \approx 1.3 \times 10^{-9}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ at $T_{\text{liq}} = 1432$ K. The addition of carbon has only a minor effect on the iron mobility in the liquid: at a given temperature the iron self-diffusion coefficient in Fe$_{83.1}$C$_{16.9}$ is only about 10% larger than that in liquid iron. Values around and below $10^{-9}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ at the liquidus temperature are typically found in glass-forming multi-component metallic melts [9, 11] or in binary liquid alloys at compositions around deep eutectics [3]. A similar behaviour is found in liquid Ni and Ni$_{80}$P$_{20}$: the addition of phosphorous causes a decrease in the liquidus temperature of 556 K (1727 K in pure Ni, 1171 K in Ni$_{80}$P$_{20}$), whereas the Ni self-diffusion coefficient at a given temperature is only increasing by about 10% [2, 14]. This comes along with a similar dense packing of the atoms in both Ni and Ni$_{80}$P$_{20}$.

In Ni and Ni$_{80}$P$_{20}$ the packing fraction, that is some 0.51 at the melting point of Ni (1727 K) for both systems [14]. The density of liquid iron at the melting temperature is 7.035 g cm$^{-3}$ [36] and that of Fe$_{83.1}$C$_{16.9}$ at 1811 K is 6.79 g cm$^{-3}$ [37]. Using the same procedure as in [14] to estimate the packing fraction in liquid Fe and Fe$_{83.1}$C$_{16.9}$ with a covalent radius of 1.17 $\times$ 10$^{-8}$ cm of Fe and a covalent radius of 0.77 $\times$ 10$^{-8}$ cm of C, results in a packing fraction of 0.509 for liquid iron and a value of 0.50 for liquid Fe$_{83.1}$C$_{16.9}$ that are equal within error bars. It appears that mixing at constant packing fraction leads to similar diffusive dynamics also in densely-packed liquid iron and iron-carbon alloys.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we provide iron self-diffusion data for liquid iron, Fe$_{91.3}$C$_{8.7}$, and Fe$_{83.1}$C$_{16.9}$. With these, we show that previous literature values from tracer experiments using a long-capillary set-up in Fe–C [16] are off by a factor of 4 and using a pressure cell in liquid iron [19] are smaller than factor of about 4 (figure 3). In contrast, the conclusions drawn from the previous data sets, that the addition of carbon causes a strong mixing effect on the dynamics in the melt, is not supported: the addition of carbon to iron has only a 10% effect on the iron mobility in the liquid. Furthermore, there is no correlation between the value of the self-diffusion coefficient at the liquidus temperature and the onset of glassy dynamics: although the diffusion coefficients in the close-to-eutectic Fe$_{83.1}$C$_{16.9}$ approach a value of 10$^{-9}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$, no onset of glassy dynamics, i.e., a deviation from an Arrhenius-type temperature dependence of the self-diffusion coefficient or a deviation from a Lorentz-type quasielastic signal could be observed. Quasielastic neutron scattering measurements upon mixing other light elements (e.g. sulfur, boron, and silicon) to liquid iron and nickel are in preparation in order to clarify how generic these findings are.
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Appendix. Iron self-diffusion coefficients

Table A1. Iron self diffusion coefficients in liquid Fe and Fe–C alloys as measured by quasielastic neutron scattering.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>D (10^{-9} m^2 s^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pure Fe</td>
<td>2.93 ± 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1820 ± 2</td>
<td>2.99 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850 ± 2</td>
<td>3.19 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910 ± 2</td>
<td>3.31 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940 ± 2</td>
<td>3.56 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe_{91.3}C_{8.7}</td>
<td>2.22 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1680 ± 2</td>
<td>2.39 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1715 ± 2</td>
<td>2.54 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe_{83.1}C_{16.9}</td>
<td>1.53 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1480 ± 2</td>
<td>1.75 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1530 ± 2</td>
<td>1.89 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1580 ± 2</td>
<td>2.18 ± 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1630 ± 2</td>
<td>2.43 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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